
A paint-protection system that utilizes 
proprietary ceramic technologies, System X
Automotive Ceramic Protection interlocks its 
molecular structure with the surface molecules of 
paintwork to literally become the functional surface 
of your vehicle’s paintwork. The result is resistance
to corrosives of all kinds — for a finish that locks to corrosives of all kinds — for a finish that locks 
in long-lasting beauty, as well as peace of mind. 

www.element119.com

The Most Trusted Name in 
Professional Coating Technologies 



That’s why owners and collectors of the finest vintage and exotic automobiles 

worldwide choose System X Automotive Ceramic Protection. Quite simply, they 

trust System X to consistently provide unmatched paint protection, hardness and 

brilliance. 

    PROTECTION FROM HARMFUL CORROSIVES From salt to sand, exhaust fumes,   

  pollutants, insect contaminants, moisture and UV rays, your automobile is    

  vulnerable to element-related corrosion. In bonding to the substrate, System   

  X provides a semi-permanent ceramic coating that won’t wash off like wax,    

  polish or sealant — ensuring years of paint protection. 

    LONG-LASTING BEAUTY WITH MINIMAL MAINTENANCE The unique formula of  

  System X locks in long-lasting beauty with ultra-clean surfaces and gloss     

  retention. The result? Greatly reduced time and expenses related to ongoing   

  care and maintenance. 

    APPLICATION VERSATILITY System X products are specifically formulated to   

  enable application on virtually all dirt- and corrosion-prone surfaces of your   

  car. That means powerful protection for everything from steel and aluminum  

  to leather, vinyl, fabric, and glass. 

  UV RAY PROTECTION The sun is relentless in its assault on your automobile’s   

  appearance. System X provides maximum UV ray  protection for paint, to     

  prevent unsightly damage associated with aging and fading colors. 

System X Interior creates a high-tech super hydrophobic 

barrier based on advanced nanotechnology to protect your 

interior - fabric seats, carpet, leather, and vinyl.  All with a 

single professional coating product. Spills and stains clean up 

easily.  Traditional coatings cause materials to become stiff 

and scratchy or changes the color and appearance, System 

X Interior protects while retaining your natural look and feel.X Interior protects while retaining your natural look and feel.

System X Glass coating protects your windshield, windscreen,

windows, mirrors, glass headlamps, and other glass surfaces 

from micro scratches while multiplying the surface's 

hydrophobic properties for two full years.  System X Glass 

coating provides a clear, protective coating over glass to keep 

glass surfaces cleaner and clearer while improving driver 

visibility in all weather conditions.visibility in all weather conditions.

Representing a revolutionary advance in paint-protection, 

our popular System X Pro Ceramic Coating is an imparts a 

durable, color enhancing gloss which protects exterior 

surfaces including paint, metal, exhaust, stainless steel, and 

wheels.  System X acts as a second clear coat that provides 

increased protection against the elements.  Since it creates 

an inseparable bond with a paint’s molecular structure, an inseparable bond with a paint’s molecular structure, 

System X Pro cannot be washed off — resulting in a hard 

protective shield that preserves your paintwork.

Like no other product, System X Diamond provides paint 

protection with previously unachievable levels of gloss, 

durability and chemical resistance.  Our longest-lasting 

coating, System X Diamond blankets your vehicle in a 

glossy shell of ceramic protection that enhances all colors.

Black will appear deeper; red will pop with bright 

reflections; white and silver will appear as if dipped in reflections; white and silver will appear as if dipped in 

glass.


